Date of Application:…………………………………...
Application For Suspension of AFT/S Commitments

NAME:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
REQUESTED COMMENCEMENT DATE OF SUSPENSION:……………………………………………………….
ANTICIPATED RESUMPTION DATE:………………………………………………………………………………………………………
I request a suspension from my AFT/AFS commitment for the reason of





Medical Condition/Injury (Attach Medical Certificate)
Overseas Tour (Attach Tour itinerary and letter of approval from your NWC)
Personal Circumstances (Please attach details)
I am an Athlete residing Overseas (Attach detailed alternate training schedule and letter of
approval from NWC)*

* Alternate schedule should include detail regarding which club/coach you will be working with and must factor in the minimum lesson requirement and at least the equivalent training
volume of 40 hours of squad training per quarter.

Within the dates outlined for suspension I will be unable to maintain the following AFT/S
commitments





I will be unable to take individual lessons during the stated period
I will be unable to participate in squad training during the stated period
I will be unable to participate in a HPP training camp during the stated period
I will be unable to compete in a required international competition during the stated period
OR

 I will be unable to meet all of my AFT/S commitments during the stated period

I acknowledge and accept the following conditions:
A. Suspension will not apply until this application is approved by the High Performance
Manager and the Chairperson High Performance Program Committee (CHPPC).
B. For a validated and approved suspension of my AFT/AFS commitments for periods of a
month or less my payments towards individual lessons will be suspended immediately for
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the duration of the absence and I will continue to be charged the squad fee component. My
$1,000 contribution to coach travel will not be waived.
C. For a validated and approved suspension of my AFT/AFS commitments for periods in excess
of one month, my payments towards individual lessons will be suspended immediately for
the duration of the suspension and my HPP squad fees will be suspended after 30 days for
the remainder of suspension. My $1,000 contribution to coach travel will not be waived.

SIGNED:.............................................................................................................DATE...............................
(If the athlete is a minor, the application must be signed by a legal guardian).

This document should be signed, scanned, and emailed to the High Performance Manager at
hpm@ausfencing.org.
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